Before:
The page had a list of different things that are important but they were not organized in anyway. The section about tickets, releases, team rotation and other information are the processes our team adopted over the past couple of years. As we were creating them it made sense to have them right at the front. At the new version this information is linked to their own pages, this way as we improve our processes the documentation can evolve with it. Useful tickets queries and the display of tickets we are working in the current month were also moved to their own page. Eventually we should see how to improve this experience for the team. We have a list of wishes for Trac that we are hoping to address in 2017.

After:
Quick tickets queries:
Team rotation calendars:
Core Tor Releases:
How to file a ticket for the Network Team:

These are more information related to the team that didn’t necessarily fit at the top so it was placed at this last section of the page.